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Abstract— Power shortage is being one of the major points 

to be discussed. The possible solution for this to provide 

considerable amount of power using available renewable 

resources. Among these renewable resources, human 

population is the only available resource that has not been 

utilized. If a suitable strategy is available, expected measure 

of power can be tapped out from this resource. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Now-a-days power generating units such as thermal power 

plant, nuclear power plant, gas power plant, diesel power 

plant generate immense amount of pollutants which affect 

the environment as well as human beings. Also as the 

production increases the amount of fuel to be consumed 

increases. By using renewable energy (foot step, solar & 

sound) the cost of energy production will reduce, as waste 

energy is used for electricity generation. 

II. FOOT STEP POWER GENERATION 

If we think on the idea for generating electricity from an 

renewable source then the idea of foot step power generator 

comes into our mind. This is a type of energy which is 

regenerating at a cost of null. This is a energy that man is 

wasting during his whole life span. So by designing a model 

which can convert this foot energy or we can say a 

downward force into electrical form and that can be stored 

and utilized. 

Today in countries like india and china where 

places like railway station, roads, bus stands, temples  etc. 

are all crowded and millions of people are moving here. So 

by installing a footstep generator at this place will produces 

a lot amount of energy that will be worth of glowing bulbs 

and other sources. 

A. Working Principal: 

The downward movement of the plate causes a force which 

rotates the gear wheel of the alternator ,resulting in 

generation of electrical energy. 

 
Fig. 2.1: Block diagram of Foot Step Generation System 

B. Construction: 

 
Fig. 2.2: Counstruction of foot step power generation   

system. 

For the construction of a foot step generator we 

need following instruments:- 

 P.M.D.C GENERATOR 

 SPRING 

 RACK 

 PINION 

 BEARINGS  

 SPRACKETS 

 CHAIN DRIVE  

 GEAR WHEEL 

 FLY WHEEL 

 BATTERY 

 SHAFT 

 FRAME  

By arranging all the equipments given in (2.2) the 

output from the generator has to connect to the battery. 

The battery stores the energy generated which we can 

use in the time of need . Depending upon the the load to be 

used we can change the output of battery by inserting a 

inverter circuit. For a D.C. load we can directly use the 

energy but for a A.C. load inverter circuit is must. 

C. Working: 

When a force is applied to the plate, it causes a downward 

force. The rack connected to it gives rotation to the pinion 

which is fixed on a rod by means of two bearings on either 

side. On the same rod sprockets are fixed through the help 

of chain another sprockets on other rod is connected. On this 

rod a gear wheel is there which provides rotational force to 

the P.M.D.C. generator. At final the output from the 

generator is stored in the battery connected to it. 

D. Output Power Calculations: 

If we consider a body of mass =60kg (approximately) 

Height of speed brake (rack)= 10 cm 

Therefore the work done will be, 

W = FORCE * DISTANCE 
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Here 

F = weight of body 

= 60 * 9.81 

= 588.6 N 

Distance traveled by the body (downwards) 

= height of speed brake 

= 10 cm 

= 0.10 m 

Therefore, output power will be the work done 

= (F * D)/sec 

= (588.6 * 0.10)/60 

=0.98 watts [for one pushing force] 

III. FLOATING SOLAR PLATES 

TYPES OF SOLAR PLATES: 

1) Amorphous silicon solar cell 

2) Bio hybrid solar cell 

3) Buried contact solar cell 

4) Monocrystalline solar cell 

5) Organic solar cell  

6) Nano crystal solar cell 

7) Plastic solar cell 

8) quantum solar cell 

9) Thin film solar cell 

10) Wafer solar cell  

A.  Floating Solar Cell 

 
Fig. 3.2: Photo of floating solar generation system 

The worlds first photovoltaic floating solar was 

installed in 2007 by SPg solar on a pond at far niente  in 

napa califonia it contains 1000 floating solar panels linked 

to 1300 stationary panels on a land to produce total of 4 mw. 

India’s first floating solar plant was installed at a pond of 

Victoria memorial. This system would generate about 10Kw 

of power and requires an area about 100 sq meter the project 

was funded by ministry of power  and renewable energy, it 

would be the first floating power system in india. In future 

india have already started planning a 50 Mw plant on top of 

solar cannels india has taken a creative use of space  in one 

step further and is planning on floating a power station on 

one of the largest stretches of water in kerala a state in 

southern western in india. 

Normally a solar cell of 10kw installed on land can 

generate power upto 45 units of power per hour. A similar 

solar panel installed on a water body can generate upto 50 

units per hour and above. 

 
And as we know that price of electricity is 

increasing and in near by future it will rise upto higher 

extent renewable source of energy can be the best way to 

fulfill our demands. One the biggest advantage of floating 

solar is that it make use of unused space. we are still trying 

to develop new techniques to generate renewable energy 

source which has less drawbacks but until other systems are 

developed floating solar is the best way to generate 

electricity. we hope that each and every country implement 

this system to develop a non harmful atmosphere. If india 

adopts this method for generating power than electricity 

price can be reduced and major amount of people can use 

electricity. It will be more helpful in the rural area where the 

electricity is not properly available by this method the 

Indian farmers can get sufficient amount of energy required 

for agricultural and other purpose. India should think about 

it’s future as it is a developing country and its population is 

increasing day by day which is a major problem if india 

dosent’s adopt new methods of power generating than in 

future it may happen that we can face power shortage. 

IV. SOUND TO ENERGY CONVERSION 

In 21st century there is scarcity of electricity. When we 

looking for alternative energy sources there’s one form of 

energy rarely known much about it which is ironic because 

we are demoting to sound energy. As we know that the 

population of all the countries are increasing day by day and 

with this increase population the need of electricity will also 

increase. So we are trying to generate the conventional 

energy from different sources and sound is one of it 

We are talking about sound energy. So it is very 

important to find unique power source which we use in our 

life. “SOUND ENERGY” is good option for features.  

Sound is mechanical form of energy which transmit in the 

form of wave, mechanical wave that is oscillation of force 

this pressure created by sound could be used to convert it 

into electric energy. Circuit can be implemented at highly 

trafficked area where sound is available at very high 

frequency also on the railway station, and industrial area 

where amount of sound is very high. We convert this sound 

energy using piezoelectric sensor and different types method 

by sound vibration. 

There are different types of method to convert 

sound energy into electric energy. 

1) Strategy 1:  

Utilizing shade magnet and conductor by making 

mechanical assembly.  

2) Strategy 2:  

By change of sound energy to warmth energy and after that 

warmth energy to electric energy.  
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3) Strategy 3:  

By utilizing transducers, for example,piezo electric 

materials which change over mechanical strain to electric 

essentialness and the a different way. 

A. Sound Conversion: 

We use Strategy number 3 it means using piezoelectric 

sensor to conversion of electricity. Let see the method..... 

In our research there are some energy in the sound. So it is 

obvious that we convert this sound energy into electric 

energy with the help of piezoelectric material such as quartz, 

bone, artificially ZnO, Lithium niobatet lead Metaniobate 

etc. 

Transducer is one of the most important equipment 

for converting the sound energy in to the electric energy. 

B. Transducer: 

There are two important parameters of transducer. 

1) Sensing unit 

2) Transduction 

Transducer is a gadget which changes over the physical 

amount into electrical flag.  

Piezo electric materials are the gem which changes over 

mechanical strain or a propensity or mien to electric 

energy.piezo electric materials are transducers its crystals 

could change the properties of sound and change the 

mechanical tendency to electricity. Let us know about the 

properties of piezo electric material. 

Crystal materials are the following phenomenon: when 

the crystal material is mechanically stressed (here we talk 

about sound energy) then electric charges appear on the 

crystal surface and when the direction of stress are reverses, 

the polarity of electric charges are reversed. This wonder is 

characterized as the direct piezo electric impact is put on the 

show it is characterize as piezoelectric precious stone. 

And other hand, when piezoelectric crystal is placed in 

an electric field or charges are applied by external means to 

its faces, the crystal display the strain i.e. the dimension of 

the crystal changes. When the direction of applied electric 

field is reversed, then the direction of applied resulting 

strain is reversed. This phenomena is called as the inverse 

piezoelectric effect. 

So it is obvious that when the sound energy is put on 

the piezoelectric material it create stress in the crystal then it 

reverse it  and the stress is converted into the electric 

energy. Utilizing the piezo electric impact properties of a 

piezo electric material could be utilized for making the 

gadget to change over sound energy to electric energy. 

Piezo converter is the device this is device can made 

using piezoelectric material this material collect the sound 

energy which are travelling near it and that sound energy 

will be used to produce a stress due to pressure created by 

its oscillation in the piezo-electric crystal and that will create 

a disturbance in its atoms resulting in the flow of electric 

charges outside the crystal. Thus conversion of sound 

energy in to the electric energy will be possible with the 

help of piezoelectric material. And this converted energy 

used to perform various tasks.In trafficking area sound is 

available in bulk and at high frequency.       

C. Block Diagram of Noise-Power Conversion: 

 
Fig. 4.1: Block Digarm of noise-power conversion. 

V. BLOCK DIAGRAM 

 
Fig. 5.1: Block Diagram 

VI. INVERTER 

The power in the battery is in DC mode and the engine that 

drives the wheels for the most part uses AC power, 

subsequently there ought to be a transformation from DC to 

AC by a power converter. A multilevel inverter is a power 

electronic framework that blends a sinusoidal voltage yield 

from a few DC sources. These DC sources can be energy 

components, sunlight based cells, ultra capacitors, and so 

forth. The fundamental thought of multilevel inverters is to 

have a superior sinusoidal voltage and current in the yield 

by utilizing switches as a part of arrangement. .Multilevel 

inverters have three sorts. Diode cinched multilevel 

inverters, flying capacitor multilevel inverters and fell H-

connect multilevel inverter. 

Three types of multilevel inverter have been used. 

1) Cascaded H-bridge multilevel inverters 

2) Flying Capacitor multilevel inverters 

3) Diode Clamped multilevel inverters 

A. Cascaded H-Bridge Multilevel Inverter 

The idea of this inverter depends on interfacing H-connect 

inverters in arrangement to get a sinusoidal voltage yield. 

The yield voltage is the aggregate of the voltage that is 

produced by every cell. The quantity of yield voltage levels 

are 2n+1, where n is the quantity of cells. The exchanging 

points can be picked in a manner that the aggregate 

symphonious mutilation is minimized. One of the upsides of 

this sort of multilevel inverter is that it needs less number of 

parts near to the Diode cinched or the flying capacitor, so 

the cost and the heaviness of the inverter is not as much as 

that of the two previous sorts. Fig.(6.1) demonstrates a n 

level fell H-connect multilevel inverter. The exchanging 

points count technique that is utilized as a part of this 

inverter is the same with respect to the past multilevel 

inverters. 
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A n level fell H-connect multilevel inverter needs 

2(n-1) exchanging gadgets where n is the quantity of the 

yield voltage level. 

B. 5-level Cascaded H-bridge multilevel inverter: 

The output voltage of this inverter has five levels like in the 

above multilevel inverters. This inverter consists of two H-

bridge inverters that are cascaded. For a five-level cascaded 

H-bridge multilevel inverter has eight switching devices are 

needed. 

 
Fig. 6.1: Simulation of 5-level Cascaded H-bridge multilevel 

inverter. 

 
Fig. 6.2: Simulation of 5-level Cascaded H-bridge multilevel 

inverter. 

 
 For an output voltage level Vo = Vdc/2, S11, S411 are 

turned on 

 For an output voltage level Vo = Vdc, S11, S41 and 

S12, S42 are turned on 

 For an output voltage level Vo = 0, all switches are turn 

off 

 For an output voltage level Vo = -Vdc, S21, S31 and 

S21, S22 are turned on 

 For an output voltage level Vo = -Vdc/2, S21, S31are 

turned on. 

VII. ADVANTAGES, UNIQUE FEATURE 

1) It is a renewable source of energy. 

2) It saves agricultural land. 

3) Reduce environmental pollution as no smoke or ash or 

any toxic chemical is produced. 

4) Utilized human waste walking energy in to electrical 

energy. 

5) Economic. 

6) Easy installation & maintenance 

7) Utilize solar and weight or pressure energy 
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